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SUMMARY
Experienced MERN/JAM Stack Developer with 3 years of experience in developing front-end applications for web and mobile platforms. Highly skilled in React,
Redux, Node.js, JavaScript, and HTML/CSS. Proven ability to build robust and scalable applications with an eye for UX/UI design. 

EXPERIENCE 

PROJECTS 

EDUCATION

SKILLS

LEAD DEVELOPER

Computer Science: AA

LEAD DEVELOPER

LEAD DEVELOPER

Solarhub • solarize-e05e3.web.app 

Southern College of Nevada , NV, USA

Technical Skills: JavaScript, Scss, Bootstrap, Typescript, Css, Reactjs, Graphql, Redux, HTML, ES6, GatsbyJS, NextJS, MaterialUI, TailwindCSS, Bootstrap,
ReactStrap, AntD, StoryBook, Styled Components, Google Firebase, AWS, Netlify, Heroku, Sanity, Contentful, NetlifyCMS, Wordpress, Git, Github, Gitlab,
Trello, Asana, Jira, Monday.com, Scrum

UnicornCopy.AI • www.unicorncopy.ai

Health titan pro • www.healthtitanpro.com

Developed Solarhub, a platform facilitating solar plant calculations using the MERN stack. Implemented CI/CD with GitHub and deployed the application on
Netlify, enabling sustainable energy solutions through a user-friendly interface. 
Offered technical mentorship to a team of six developers, resulting in a 25% reduction in development delivery time while maintaining a 99.9% application
performance rate

Pioneered the development of "UnicornCopy.AI," achieving a 30% increase in user engagement through AI-driven content creation for blogs, social media,
and website copy. Leveraged the MERN stack, meticulously designing the frontend, and deploying it on Digital Ocean for optimal performance. 
Provided comprehensive technical mentorship for a team of six developers, resulting in a 25% reduction in development delivery time while maintaining an
exceptional 99.9% application performance. 

Spearheaded the development of HealthTitanPro.com using the MERN stack, resulting in a 40% reduction in administrative workload for healthcare
providers managing COVID-19 tests.
Independently designed and implemented the frontend of the application, contributing to a 30% increase in user satisfaction and a 25% decrease in
support ticket requests

Spearheaded the development of web applications using MERN and JAM stack technologies, driving a 35% improvement in navigation and usability through
the implementation of over 25+ features. 
Collaborated with the development team to optimise the functionality of web applications, resulting in a 65% increase in user engagement and satisfaction. 
Implemented SEO best practises, improving search engine ranking and increasing organic traffic by 50%.
Led the redesign of a resource-intensive application, reducing monthly operating costs from $7,000 to $300 while increasing user adoption and value
generation. 

Proficiently designed and implemented user interface components for both web and mobile applications using the React open-source library ecosystem.
This involved collaborating closely with cross-functional teams to ensure seamless integration, resulting in enhanced user experiences and a notable 25%
increase in user engagement. 
Successfully integrated RESTful APIs and third-party services to augment application functionality, employing the widely recognized state management
library, Redux. This optimization not only improved overall application performance but also contributed to a 20% increase in user satisfaction scores.
Effectively executed complex React projects with TypeScript, emphasizing code robustness and development efficiency. This ensured compatibility across
diverse browsers and devices, thereby expanding the reach and accessibility of the applications. 

MERN/JAM Stack Developer 

React Frontend Developer 

Chamber.Media

Atlantic partners Asia 

March 2021 - August 2023, Utah, USA

November 2020 - January 2021, Hong Kong SAR 

Las Vegas, NV, USA • +1 702-595-0524 • aishakhan0925@outlook.com
Frontend Developer


